
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Racing Rotorua Date: Friday 6 November 2015 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead (6), Dead(5) prior R1, Dead(4) after R2 
Rail: 2 metres 
Stewards: B Jones (Chairman), J Oatham, W Robinson 
Typist: Stewards 

 

GENERAL:  
B Hutton and Z Moki did not attend today’s meeting after falling at the Ellerslie trials yesterday. Both riders were advised 
that they must provide a medical clearance prior to riding next. 
M Coleman advised Stewards on race morning that he would not be attending today’s meeting as he was still feeling the 
effects of being injured in the barriers on Wednesday. M Coleman is to provide a medical clearance prior to riding next. 
 
Following racemeeting abandonments in Australia the start times for Races 6,7 and 8 were all put back by 5 minutes at the 
request of TAB Raceday Control. 

 

SUMMARY: 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 PHELAN RACING STABLES 3YO 

TERI (C Lammas) blundered jumping away losing ground. 
KEEP CARMEN CARION (K Myers) began awkwardly losing ground. 
STEPPENWOLF (M McNab) began awkwardly shifting inwards crowding FITSANDGIGGLES (A Collett) onto BALLERINE (V 
Colgan) with FITSANDGIGGLES losing ground. 
INVENTION WORLD (C Grylls) raced ungenerously when being restrained near the 1000 metres getting its head up. 
BALLERINE (V Colgan) also raced ungenerously when being restrained near the 900 metres getting its head up and shifting 
outwards across the heels of INVENTION WORLD forcing STEPPENWOLF wider on the track with STEPPENWOLF then 
racing three wide without cover around the bend. 
ABBA (L Magorrian) commenced to lay out rounding the bend near the 800 metres. 
AHJAY (T Thornton) had to be firmly restrained when awkwardly placed on the heels of BAMURRU (S Collett) approaching 
the 800 metres. 
INVENTION WORLD made contact with the hindquarters of STEPPENWOLF rounding the turn near the 450 metres. 
BEAUTY’S ROSE (D Johnson) hung outwards rounding the final turn running wide hampering TERI which was forced over 
extra ground. 

Swabbing: INVENTION WORLD, IWANNADANCELIKEHIM, DOURO,  DOCKET, TORRICELLA, SUMMER’S DAY, 
LIQUID ASSET, CAN YOU HEAR ME 

Suspensions: Nil    

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil    

Warnings: Nil    

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race  2 KITTYKITTYBANGBANG – veterinary clearance required 

Medical Certificates: Required from B Hutton, Z Moki and M Coleman 

Rider Changes: Race  2 
3 
5 
6 
6 
8 
8 

MADDEE FAE R Goldsbury for Z Moki (Injured) 
PIAZZA S Collet for M Coleman (Injured) 
HAYLEY ANN K Myers for M Coleman 
MARGARET ANN M Hills for M Coleman 
SUMMER’S DAY L Magorrian for B Hutton (Injured) 
BIT OF CRUMPET M McNab for B Hutton 
LACUSTRE K Myers for M Coleman 

Late Scratching: Race 3 RISING SON – 2.10pm Unapproved plates 



 

 

BAMURRU was held up throughout the final straight. 
FITSANDGIGGLES was checked near the 200 metres when crowded for room between BEAUTY’S ROSE and KEEP CARMEN 
CARION which both shifted ground.  

Race 2 WESTEND NEW WORLD 1215 

PUZZLENTE (A Jones) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
KITTYKITTYBANGBANG (S Collett) began awkwardly. 
ON THE EDGE (T Thornton) was crowded leaving the barriers. 
MADDEE FAE (R Goldsbury) shifted outwards near the 450 metres inconveniencing KITTYKITTYBANGBANG. 
ON THE EDGE was held up rounding the final turn and early in the straight obtaining clear running near the 250 metres. 
Rider S Collett reported that KITTYKITTYBANGBANG had felt indifferent in its action behind.  A post-race veterinary 
examination found the mare to be lame in the right hind leg with connections advised that a veterinary certificate of fitness 
would be required prior to KITTYKITTYBANGBANG racing again. 
Following this race the track was further upgraded to Dead(4). 

Race 3 BEST DRYCLEANERS 1400 

RISING SON was declared a late scratching at 2.10pm after being presented to race in plates which were deemed to be 
unapproved.  After speaking with trainer Mr C Ormsby his explanation was accepted on this occasion. 
WOTUONABOUT (R Elliot) over-raced passing the 1200 metres. 
THE SHEIK (V Ravikumar) raced ungenerously when being restrained near the 1200 metres shifting outwards abruptly to 
avoid the heels of CHATHAM WHISPER (U Holmquist) near the 1100 metres.  THE SHEIK continued to race ungenerously 
through the middle stages. 
PACO RABANNE (C Grylls) raced in restricted room when improving to the outside of BELLA’S EDGE (M Hills) near the 300 
metres. 
REMIND ME AGAIN (C Lammas) shifted outwards to obtain clear running entering the final straight inconveniencing 
MALINA (R Goldsbury). 
MALINA and THE SHEIK came together near the 250 metres. 

Race 4 MACMILLAN ACCOUNTANTS 1560 

WAJA (V Colgan) began awkwardly crowding WILANZA (M Cameron) onto MY BABY ROCS (S Collett) which was further 
hampered after being slow away.  WAJA was then further hampered when making contact with the hindquarters of 
WILANZA. 
DOCKET (C Grylls) and LANDED GENTRY (A Collett) were slow to begin. 

BRESHARNEY (M Hills) hung outwards badly throughout hampering WILANZA when giving ground near the 450 metres.  
BRESHARNEY was then not persevered with in the final straight. 
Race 5 WESTEND FROM DOUGH TO WHOA 1560 

Shortly after the start FANATIC (L Magorrian) lost ground when crowded. 
TRIGGER (D Johnson) and SYLVIAN (R Elliot) over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
GERRY MERITO (V Colgan) had to be steadied when awkwardly placed on heels near the 550 metres. 
PEACH BELLINI (C Grylls) lay out rounding the bend. 
FANATIC had difficulty obtaining clear running early in the final straight then had to be checked after improving onto heels 
near the 150 metres and shifting outwards. 
SYLVIAN and SECRETARY MISS (S Collett) came together passing the 175 metres. 
SYLVIAN shifted out off the heels of TRIGGER to obtain clear running near the 100 metres making contact with SECRETARY 
MISS for a distance. 
GERRY MERITO was unable to obtain clear running over the concluding stages. 

Race 6 NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE 

RUBY ARMANI (A Collett) was held up until near the 100 metres and when shifting ground inwards to obtain clear running 
made contact with SHESELUSIVE (C Grylls). 
TRANKY DOO (C Lammas) which was finishing on was held up over the final stages. 
ITS A KINDA MAGIC (M McNab) was eased down by its rider in the final straight.  Rider M McNab advised that the mare 
had commenced to hang outwards once placed under pressure near the 800 metres and had been quickly beaten adding 
that in his opinion the mare would be better suited by more rain affected footing. A post-race veterinary examination did 
not reveal any abnormality. 

Race 7 POMARE ELECTRICAL 1950 

LIQUID ASSET (C Grylls) was slow to begin. 
KAKAHU NELL (S Collett) began awkwardly losing ground. 
SWEET MOLLY (T Thornton) raced three wide without cover before giving ground quickly from the 800 metres and not 
being persevered with in the final straight.  Rider T Thornton advised that the mare was feeling the firm nature of the track 
and it was her understanding would now be spelled. 
KAKAHU NELL was held up rounding the final turn then again near the 150 metres before angling outwards abruptly across 



 

 

heels to obtain clear running near the 100 metres. 
I’M ALL YOURS (R Elliot) and MESSI (M McNab) came together on a number of occasions in the final straight. 

Race 8 BURTON CONSTRUCTION 1950 

SUNNY FRONTS (A Collett) and ITSABIRD (R Norvall) were both slow to begin. 
SHEEMA (C Lammas) jumped away awkwardly making contact with CHEEKY HOBSON (A Jones). 
SO TRUE (S Collett) made contact with LACUSTRE (K Myers) leaving the barriers. 
BIT OF CRUMPET (M McNab) and FAMOUS GROUSE (L Magorrian) bumped near the 1600 metres. 
SHEEMA commenced to over-race approaching the 1200 metres having to be firmly restrained and shifted outwards 
forcing FAMOUS GROUSE wider on the track. 
When questioned regarding the performance of BIT OF CRUMPET rider M McNab was unable to offer any excuses. 

 
 
 


